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 Define trauma
 Know how trauma can impact someone for life
 Learn ways to incorporate the knowledge of past trauma into caring for someone

with dementia

 Learn to change our mindset to improve communication and support of the person

with dementia

 Learn tools to assist in improving communication
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The American Psychiatric Association Practice Guidelines Show:

Poor interpersonal relationships can cause increased
agitation and aggressive behaviors in people with
dementia
Teaching caregivers interpersonal communication skill
can reduce the need for psychotropic medication in
people with dementia.

Can you think of a
time that you had a
disagreements with
someone over
something that now
does not even matter?
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 Behavior issues occur when we have not connected

to the person.
 Knowing the person and their history makes
connecting easier.
 Job History
 School History
 Hobbies, sports, and other activities that they enjoyed
 Family History
 Places they have lived
 Things that made them happy
 Past trauma
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Past trauma increases a persons risk of

dementia

Additional trauma can be added as a

person ages

 “In general, trauma can be defined as a psychological, emotional

response to an event or an experience that is deeply distressing or
disturbing.”
 “Complex trauma happens repetitively. It often results in direct harm
to the individual. The effects of complex trauma are cumulative. The
traumatic experience frequently transpires within a particular time
frame or within a specific relationship, and often in a specific setting.”
 “Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) can develop after a person
has been exposed to a terrifying event or has been through an ordeal
in which intense physical harm occurred or was threatened. Sufferers of
this PTSD have persistent and frightening thoughts and memories of
their ordeal.”
- Centers for Anxiety Disorders
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 Being “trauma-informed” is realizing that people have many types

of trauma in their lives and that trauma may have a life long impact on
them. Because of this realization we change how we look at the
situation and add empathy into our responses.

It is a mindset and a way of approaching

people, not a formal set of rules to follow

 Adverse Childhood Experiences
 PTSD-Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
 The Holocaust
 Systemic Racism
 Disaster
 Grief/Loss
 Transfer Trauma
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 https://www.ncjfcj.org/sites/default/f

iles/Finding%20Your%20ACE%20Sc
ore.pdf
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 It helps to know that people with dementia may

have past trauma that is still impacting them.
 Unresolved past trauma may impact the
behaviors or reactions that someone has.
 Past trauma results in coping methods that are
used life long
 Understanding leads to empathy and a
connection

 Need for new items
 Hording
 Fear of loud voices-becomes agitated or hides/runs

away

Thinking of these behaviors…
• How might they be manifested
in someone with dementia?

 Not wanted to be naked or exposed
 Addiction
 Depression
 Anxiety
 Make risky choices
 Poor relationships with people and families
 Sleep Disorders

• What “behaviors” might
someone demonstrate?
• What are some ideas to help
with these needs and to
minimize the environmental
triggers?
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 Interview family members
 Look for clues
 Sometimes you may not learn the actual ACES, but

knowing how trauma impacts people can help us to
look differently at the situation

 Understanding brings compassion and compassion

brings solutions.

 Veterans with PTSD have a two fold risk of

developing dementia

 Someone with PTSD and dementia has a risk of

reliving the traumatic experience over and over
again.
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bu_dOPVdX

LM
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 PTSD and Dementia – Case Example
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5N5NJemRkHo

 Many survivors suffered PTSD
 Withdrawal from life, relationships and activities.
 Life-long fear
 Lack of trust
 http://www.programsforelderly.com/documentary-

nursing-long-shadows-stories-from-a-jewish-homeholocaust.php
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 Moving can induce trauma to a person no matter if they

have dementia or not.
 Staff and families should be trained that any move is
almost guaranteed to cause trauma in a person with
dementia.
 Be prepared for increased confusion.
 Transfer trauma can also bring up symptoms of older
traumas, such as if a person had been homeless they
may relive those feelings.

 Imagine that you are a routine person, doing the same thing every morning. Now

imagine how you would feel in this scenario: you are going to take a shower, eat
breakfast while drinking a hot cup of coffee and watch the morning news. When
you went to take your shower only cold water came out of the faucet. Disappointed
that you had a two minute cold shower instead of the hot shower you planned on,
you go to have breakfast. Your family finished off your favorite cereal and the coffee
pot refuses to turn on. While eating your toast with water, you turn on the morning
talk show to see they are showing a news conference instead.

 What would your mood be at this point?
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 Dementia changes personalities, routines, and a person’s ability to remember.

Often dementia is referred to as memory impairment, but it affects more than
memory. One of the areas that dementia affects is a person’s ability to keep track of
time. Their days and nights are often mixed up.

 Caregivers must learn to be flexible to be trauma informed.

 Pair up with someone
 One of you is the storyteller, and the other is the word giver
 Have the word giver give the storyteller a made-up title of a story to tell. The

storyteller begins telling the story. During the story, the word giver will call out
random words that have nothing to do with what the storyteller is talking about. For
instance, if the story is about a trip to the beach, the word giver avoids helpful
words like “sand”, “waves”, “surfboards”, etc. Instead you give completely
disassociated words like “pudding”, “dinosaur”, and “Sean Connery”

 The storyteller has to instantly incorporate the random words into the story. The

word giver must wait until the word just given is incorporated into the story before
calling out a new one

 After a while, the storyteller finds an ending to his/her story and then the players

switch roles
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 How did it feel to have to change your story?

 What is one thing you can do to Be Flexible or More Trauma Informed in the next

30 days?

Stop thinking: “She’s confused. She has dementia.”
Start thinking: “I’m confused. I don’t know what she’s
trying to tell me.”
Instead of: “How can I control this person?”
Think “How can I accommodate this person?”
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